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By common consent it can safely be observed that
the most important and revolutionary societal event of
the second half of the twentieth century is the
collapse and complete disintegration of the Cold War,
that omnipresent continual confrontation of the two
acknowledged superpowers, each with different values,
social organization, and world hegemony objectives--I
say "presumed disappearance" because there is today no
ascertainable concept of a new permanent Russo/Soviet
governance scheme and some possibility remains that a
new strong and dictatorial central regime may
ultimately arise to rule over the former soviet world
and to confront the western World.
This paper is
prepared to the assumption that such a rebirth is
unlikely.
The USSR has been for 70 years the embodiment of
Communism, and evolutionary development of Marxism
described and explained by Karl Marx at mid-nineteenth
century. Consistent with Marxism doctrine, the USSR
has been essentially a socialist society empowered by
mandatory central planning and ruthless dictatorial
enforcement of that planning no matter what the cost or
whomsoever, or whatsoever was trampled and destroyed by
that enforcement provided by an organization known as
the Communist party. This party was a small elite
group which essentially made all decisions for Soviet
society and brooked no contradiction.
Whenever we Westerners thought about Soviet
society we implicitly were also in reality thinking of
and jUdging socialism as the real promise of
doctrinaire communism has always been that ultimately
the superiority of Socialism once fully established,
would no longer need the crutch of dictatorship and all
Communists would become Socialists and the party and
its elite dictatorship would mold into the universalism
of a Socialist world.
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socialism, as I am dealing wi~h ~t~ is a fo~m.o~
social organization in which all s~gn~f~cant act~v~t~es
and physical plants are owned and controlled by a super
government, presumably national i~ ~ature. pers~nal
property is nominal and largely l~m~ted to c~oth~ng,
furniture, possibly housing, and presumably ~nclude the
ubiquitous personal automobile. Incomes are arranged
so as to equalize at least to a signifiQant degr 7e for
all a standard of living. The above and accompllshed
members of society are expected to contribute the
fruits of any and all success to the good of the body
politic so as to achieve a relatively high degree ~f
egalitarianism. Obviously, the less able are carr~ed
along for the ride in spite of their lesser stature.
The foregoing is hardly a text book explanation of
forms of social organization, but will suffice for any
purpose. Whole college courses and multitudinous
volumes have been prepared to explore properly all the
facets of Socialism. It is a concept of social
organization that seems to enjoy a perpetual existence-such is the strength of fantasy!
Today, to my knowledge, there is no truly
socialist society in existence. certain Far Eastern
countries may well be Socialist to an important extent,
but are authoritarian in fact and certainly hardly
democratic; Latin America has never been truly
socialist and Africa is in such confusion that I hazard
no guess as to how any country south of the Sahara is
organized. For me, Socialism remains a failure despite
many experiments anyone of which might upon success
have validated it as a form of workable social
organization. Most Western European governments have
some socialistic features, which have long been in
place. France, Sweden, Germany among the more
important of those governments have essentially
socialized certain functions, e.g. transportation,
energy, health care. The voting public in each such
country from time to time has put Socialist professing
parties in control only to vote them out as their
socialistic policies when too broadly adopted prove at
best unworkable and sometimes disastrous. The latest
shift of this nature is one that has received a little
notice in our media but is to me highly significant-"The Middle Way" of Sweden so often highly praised by
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its admirers has been recently soundly voted out of
existence by a populace fed-up with its continuing
limitations and short comings after more than 60 years
of opportunity to prove itself.
It will be interesting to observe the progress of
the newly established (approximately 1 year old)
ontario provincial government, our immediate neighbor
to the North. The "ins" are frankly Socialist and to
date have adopted many expensive and restrictive
regulatory measures; the existing significant Canadian
recession has prevented one from forming definite
conclusions as to the success of these measures.
Canadian history is one of frequent flirtation with
Socialism, especially in Alberta and British Columbia,
so maybe ontario too can have its fling without
suffering disaster.
The U.S.A. is a society based upon certain
implicit and generally universally accepted values.
Socialism is not one of these values, nor is its
concomitant, egalitarianism. The founding fathers had
neither concept in mind when the two most fundamental
documents of our time, The Declaration of Independence
and the u.s. Constitution were composed.
Equality of
opportunity was their guiding thought and it is so
implicit in all they did, thought, and wrote that it is
little memorialized. One can only expect and hope that
our ever more diverse society does not stray; if we are
to endure and succeed, we cannot stray.
We are not a callous society. We are aware of the
deprivations of the less fortunate of our fellow men
but I submit that neither governmental egalitarianis~
nor socialism provides workable long term cures for
social problems.
The Christian religion, void of all sectarianism,
has always disappointed me. As practiced during my
lifetime it has been primarily concerned with the
downtrodden and how to redistribute our worldly goods.
I rarely hear of organized religion concerning itself
with an ever growing stock of goods which would be
expected to improve the distribution function.
I
hasten to add that I am one who rarely attends any
church and who concerns himself little with
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contemporary ecclesiastical thought. Ours is a
Christian society and there should be a place in it for
those of us who are "supply siders", who do not care
for egalitarianism and its concomitant of Socialism.
We expect a better world when there is more to
distribute; we worry less about the even handed
distribution thereof.
We either already are or are rapidly becoming a
welfare state. Our English cousins in the united
Kingdom have long been a modern welfare state having
essentially arrived at that status in the mid 1920's
when the Labor Party assumed control of the British
Government when Ramsey McDonald founded the dole to
deal with chronic depression in the Coal industry and
shrinking foreign trade, previously the life blood of
their Victorian society. World War II led by Winston
Churchill and controlled by sheer survival necessity
intervened, but the dole type of society essentially
has steadily characterized British activity until
interrupted by Thatcherism. We shall shortly see
whether the U.K. reverts to the creeping Socialism of
the dole, if Labor prevails in this spring's general
election. When times are less than booming, as
currently obtains, welfare and the dole sell well.
The French and Germans have long histories of
partial socialism. The French are prone to vote for
the socialist party from time to time only soon
thereafter to reverse that vote when each successive
Socialist party government pushes too hard on its
spending, its support of labor, and its general
restrictive action against business and commercial
activity, etc.
The Germans have a relatively short democratic
history; we regard them as disciplined people
accustomed to a strong degree of regimentation and
accustomed to extensive governmental welfare activity,
particularly a national health system originated in
Bismarck's days of the late 19th century. Apparently
they accept willingly the taxation and the regulation
involved; their Weimar Republic days with devastating
domestic inflation will under no circumstances be
repeated; thus we see East German communism rather
successfully being unwound into a unified Germany
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without adoption of further socialist/Welfare measures;
present west German social organization remains
unchanged.
The U.S.A. has been slowly but relentlesslY,edgin g

its way into a welfare state. The Great Depre~s10n was
so pervasive that nothing that Roosevelt and hlS New
Deal Administrations tried was successfully able to end
it.
Only the strenuouS activity of Wo~ld War II after
Pearl Harbor enveloped us in the confllct rescued us.
Low taxes restrained governmental activity, limited
regulatio~, and a willingness to let the private sector
act on its own progressively abandoned in favor of
national governmental action to solve each and every
problem as it arose. This approach continues today at
an accelerated pace. The current recession only speeds
that pace.
If the media are to be believed, the public
expects government activity to lead us back to
prosperity. The media accept no other outcome.
I have yet to notice any SUbstantial acceptance of
the concept that each of us must live with our problems
and somehow solve them for each of ourselves. The
undertone is that government spending for more and new
services will alleviate and even cure most problems if
only our politicians will oblige. Our entitlement
programs are many and large already but surely there
remains room for expansion; the needs are there for
government action to resolve. Pay no attention to how
to finance that action nor to the already tidal wave
size of current deficits at virtually every level of
government.
current spending by all units of government
(combined) is now 35% of Gross Domestic Product (the
new name for a redefined Gross National Product). What
monies are not raised by taxes, we print so some degree
of inflation is always with us. The national federal
deficit is now in the trillions of dollars and growing
at an annual 300 billion dollar rate. To me less
spending is the only answer; that forecloses' all new
pr~grams and services, emergencies excepted.
It also
crles out for reconsideration of virtually every
governmen~ expenditure at all levels.
Is this likely?
No more l1kely than a failure of the sun to shine. Our
Welfare/Socialist do-good society cannot accept
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reevaluation, so inflation growth and governmental
aggrandizement will continue. Neither Regan nor Bush
have stopped the increase in federal government
employees. Expenditures grow as if there were a ~resh
lava flow.
state and local governments cannot prlnt
money so some reduction is inevitable on their parts,
but it will be token at best.
Inflation is hidden taxation and taxation is
confiscation. While at college studying governmental
finance, my professor made much of the theoretical
observation that many governmental expenditures were
for services for which fees could properly be charged
and th'lS were truly not tax supported. stated in
another fashion:
some taxes are in fact fees.
The
theory was like a leaky sieve then and the leaks are
only worse tOday. widespread entitlement programs
financed by taxes can be viewed as a redistribution of
each person's assets forced by government, barely a
step short of compulsory egal i tarianism and well along
on the way to socialism. Progressive income taxes only
intensify the degree of redistribution, and their
revenue productivity is very sensitive to the degree of
progressivity (an inverse relationship of course).
Th e
successful are surely willing to pay a reasonable share
of essential government expense but not an oversized
share influenced by a "fairness" or egalitarian
doctrine or by an imagined need to Socialistically cure
the world's shortcomings. I have no use for the
policies of envy; I trust likewise neither do you; I
know the American public does not believe in that form
of unfairness.
My despair and sense of frustration is constantly
reinforced virtually minute by minute by the conduct of
our modern media, be it print or electronic in nature.
Whether intentional or unintentional, all news and most
other pr~sentations,of happ~nings in our daily living
seem deslgned to stlr the vlewer, reader, or listener
to discontent with society as it now exists, e.g. we do
not educate satisfactorily, the homeless are
unattended, nuclear waste and nuclear mishaps sure to
occ~r, ,will cause wholesale illness and deathly
r~dlatlon, the.ozon~ layer will disappear and the world
~lll become unlnhabltable, etc.
I don't think we are
Just a step away from Armageddon; I don't think we are
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callous, careless, or too hedonistic. Rather, what I
complain about is how media presents its grist of
material; I do not enjoy its preoccupation with the
sensational, the bizarre, the unacceptable, the
didactic; such may sell newspapers and produce large
viewer following, but drop by drop it destroys any
inherent objectivity in its audience and tends to
become mere propaganda.
I do not wish to live in Victorian upper class
British satisfaction with its seemingly assured status;
I do not expect to ignore our shortcomings; I do expect
tempered, objective factual, carefully researched
presentations of the daily scene.
I do not want to
wonder to myself as I read or listen or view: Now
where is this information coming from? What course of
action is its author promoting? Must I always be
suspicious of hidden motives? If I, at age 75, with
some accumulated knowledge and experience am troubled
about ubiquitous propaganda how can I expect our youth
- our future - to be able to distill out truth and
objectivity and design reasonable action from media
events? Are "studies" to be relied upon as factual and
objective or is slanting so pervasive that one must
always be a doubter?
TV is for me a particular problem.
It today has
almost a total lack of propriety. It is viewed
intensively, maybe excessively. Many educational
commentators tend to reinforce my reservations about
its excessive use. Must all news and factual
information to be presented and discussed be edited and
condensed to a 90 second or shorter exposure? Does TV
develop in the immature incorrect (i.e. unsatisfactory)
senses of value? Do such contribute to our ever
~ro~ing crime and drug problems?, to Yuppiedom and its
1nS1ncere values, etc. There are a host of other
_
critical related questions I could raise, but I expect
you already grasp my reservations on TV especially if
the average citizen is tube bound seven hours each and
every day as research insists.
Having ranted on for pages in generalities

I turn

no~ to two spec~fic ~reas Whi~h promise to be p~tential

maJor 1992 PresIdentIal campaIgn discussion points.
Both are already well developed and rehearsed; both are
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of continuing major importance and essentially
universal in nature and impact. Both are problem
issues easily rationalized into vast and costly
socialistic governmental solutions. The advocates for
such action are legion and they sing appealing siren
songs.
First, there is environmentalism--now a vast area
of world-wide human activity and already subject to
much mandated governmental action. We are all
environmentalists, willy nilly. We are unable to avoid
at least a brush with it. We range from the nominally
concerned to the bigot. Unfortunately, involvement for
so many of us is highly emotional and sometimes is not
anchored in scientific fact or objective reflection.
Concern for the environment involves us from
cradle to grave.
It is atmosphere, air, water, light,
temperature, weather; in fact, you cannot escape it.
That concern has been so heightened that there is
a certain mystique or cachet about environmental
matters. Hollywood types and trendy authors and
liberal politicians in need of a sure-fire campaign
issue bask in that mystique.
Each presents an extreme
view of how such environmental problem needs to be
attacked. The goal is complete adoption of the most
extreme shackles on normal human activity as perfection
must be achieved as defined by the most restrictive
concept. No thought is given to the cost of these
measures relative to the benefit to arise from their
adoption; efficiency in the employment of our resources
is now a secondary matter. Wasteful use of resources
is even countenanced if the environmental perfection
doctrine requires such. Secondary effects of this
attitude can include large-scale job losses and
interference with technological advance--e.g.
Greenpeace, acid rain, alternate transportation, fuel
uses, etc.
Environmental problems in large degree are
supranational in nature and defy unilateral national
solutions. Not all nations agree on the same standards
of environmental action. How pristine shall our wild
lands remain? How clean is proper cleanliness of
former dump sites? Must all the world be tied to
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sanitary sewers? Shall the USA as a dominant world
power insist that the Brazilians who own the Amazon
rainforest preserve it as such for the benefit of all
other countries? How do we reconcile our strict
environmental attitudes with natural disasters or
forces of nature man cannot control, e.g. 1991
eruptions of Pinatubo in the Philippines put as much
noxious carbon, nitrous ox i de, C02, etc. into the world
atmosphere as the entire American economy has over our
entire history as a nation? Mexico City, Tokyo,
European cities, especially Eastern ones and those of
the former Soviet hegemony all pollute the atmosphere,
the earth, the oceans at unacceptable rates. Action to
deal with that pollution seems to proceed at a slower
pace, if at all. Negotiation which can ~e tedious at
best is about the only influence we Amerlcans can
assert.
Turning for a moment to Greater Cincinnati, are we
so superior about our environment on the one hand or so
callous about it on the other hand? Momentarily
metropolitan sewers (and we should notice and include
their lack in large areas) and the Millcreek are the
choice villains. Little thought is expressed about the
century old tradition of raw sewage and noxious waste
flowing into streams. When I grew up in Clifton
continued noxious Millcreek odors were normal and
acceptable. We even had an open storm sewer creek in
our back yard. We all ought to pull together and stop
fining businesses and governmental units until
accomplished improvement is a reality and lapses become
inexcusable. The medias would be a loser as a
guaranteed source of muck-raking would be lost and
local politicians of all stripes would lose a sure fire
issue. A proper storm sewer system for the entire area
needs to be built; it Won't come cheaply nor rapidly.
~ close my discu~sion of environmentalism by
pleadlng for a lessenlng of government involvement.
Att~c~ing pollution doesn't mean a need for a huge
addltl0nal bureaucracy nor for an entire industry
devoted on one hand to beating the drums for
improvement and on the other hand, the development of a
large sector of the legal profession to explore and
defend against imagined or overblown real environmental
problems.
Clearly some land is toxically damaged by
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its former use but must every parcel once used by a
business be examined in detail for some exposure?
Generally, American Business isn't likely to hide
pollution and to try to defraud its public about actual
pollution. Remember, a generation ago pollution was
almost always ignored. We don't need anymore asbestos
industry problems and we surely now recognize that
those problems are neither fairly nor satisfactory
resolved by industry wide bankruptcy. Only a truly
socialist society would welcome such an outcome. After
all, bankruptcy is an equalizer of sorts.
I, for one,
suspect that the more than a trillion that current
anti-pollution standards will cost when fully
implemented can only have reduced to some noticeable
degree our standard of living. Pollution removal
unfortunately does almost nothing to improve Gross
Domestic Product.
Second, only because one doesn't have two firsts,
appropriate health care policies, invite our scrutiny.
Some approach to our well-being by each of us, our
fellow man, our community, and our society is as old as
man himself. The desire to live day by day requires of
each of us some sort of approach to wellness and to
sickness. Health care is hardly a new issue for
anyone. Rather the current issue has become one of
recognition that wellness has a real cost and most of
us would prefer passing that cost on to someone else.
In my lifetime of nearly 75 years, medicine (in
the broadest sense) has made vast progress for
surpassing at today's level of accomplishment all that
~ad gone before since mankind abandoned savagery.
It
1S a truism that the growth of total knowledge is
really what modern life is about.
For medicine that
growth means immense complexity ever expanding. We all
expect that expansion to continue indefinitely as we better unde~stand how to stay well and healthy and live
longer. Th1S wonderful prospect has an enormous price
tag hung on it; all our painfully won progress has
required almost unlimited expense and its future
prospect is more of the same. Thus, in an ideal world,
what we label as health care (the whole concept,
curative and preventive) can only become more expensive
day by day as our horizons expand.
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Historically, each person or fa~ilY unit dealt
with its own health care needs from Its own resources.
Germany and later much of Western Europe by the end of
World War I had adopted some form of government back-up
health care. I am unable to determine whether medical
cost or creeping socialism as discussed earlier
produced this government support.
By mid 20th century,
the United Kingdom and later Canada adopted so called
national health systems; other British commonwealth
states did likewise. The U.S. meanwhile began
developing a third party insurance system available to
those willing to afford cost protection or those whose
employers and/or unions adopted cost protection as part
of the employment relationship.
Eventually, Medicare
was established as a universal health care minimum
coverage tied in with social security retirement
payments. Obviously, the theory was the elderly are
more often sick and less able to squeeze that cost from
pension resources. Medicaid was established at the
same time to handle the truly poor, so we have to quite
a degree moved away from any form of self-reliance
about these costs. We have to date preserved the
traditional freedom of patient choice as to medical
care purveyors and to a large degree as to the level of
care. That traditional freedom is to a large degree
wha~ sets apart u.s. health care schemes amongst the
nat10ns that accept any responsibility for that care.
our politicians insist that universality of health
is essential in 1992 and the 37 million who are
un1nsured must be covered. How to do this is what
con7e~ns them, not whether government is the proper or
efflcle~t method of,de~iv7ring care.
Again we are
faced w1th more soc1al1st1c activity, and on a truly
grand scale; lots of government jobs, a large
bureaucr~cr; eventual~y,a standardized level of minimal
~are r7m1n1scen~ of m1l1tary medicine.
Of course cost
15 a ml~or conslderation and what new tax will be'
needed 1S glossed over lest caution and reality rule
the day rather than need and benefit. Reflections on
cost would surely cure the political fun.
ca~e

, , Most schemes in other nations are essentially
mln1mal care and with delay whenever medical necessity
allows such. ,Anecdotal reports of a year's delay in
rather essent1al treatments in the Canadian system are
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legion. The British system has evolved into two level s
of care: one, minimal and free; the other, much better
care for those who can pay.
I suspect (I have not
researched the matter) a variation of the British
approach is used by most other European systems.
Thus, as I see matters, the U.S. faces a choice o f
aping Europe and abandoning its present freedom of
choice system so as to cover those now uncovered if
universal health care is absolutely essential, or
continuing to leave the 37 million uncovered and left
to shift for themselves.
Complete coverage for all is
the Socialistic approach and has widespread acceptance
especially among those who want something for nothing
and are unwilling to reorder spending priorities to
meet health care costs. Medical cost charity could be
developed (privately I would hope) to assist those
whose finances are so borderline that a reordering of
finances is truly impossible--I'm sure that group is
far less than 37 million.
Health care costs in the U.S. today are generally
perceived to be high, if not excessive. Proposals to
reduce cost are numerous; some proposals do become
implemented but the inertia to retain the present
system is huge; and change will hurt someone if there
is any saving achieved and many jobs are at stake. The
health insurance industry now is large and its
employment numbers are in six and seven figures.
To
date most legislation and court action has been
expansionist. Many risks originally not thought to be
insu:ed have been included in insured coverage while
premlum levels have been slow to adjust to the
additional expe~se incurred. This is not to complain
that treatment 1S unnecessary for such conditions.
rather that treatment should be outside the insur~nce
approach.
.
The medical profession is unhappy as it feels that
lnsurers and governmental medical service units are
prescribing care procedures and levels with a
bureaucratics, standardized, socialistic approach unde r
guise of cost control. One feels the doctors probably
know best, but how does society monitor cost b e tter?
And actual and potential malpractice litigation evar
expanding doesn't help. After all, it seems that
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juries like deep pockets which all of us who are
insured must ultimately fill.
The 37 million uninsured seldom do without some
health care. Large urban hospitals, some governmental
supported hospitals, and to some degree all other
hospitals through their emergency rooms and similar
facilities do provide essential and critical care
although not with alacrity. This public service
doesn't come without cost so the insured and private
pay patients take up the slack through higher fees than
would otherwise be required--another explanation for
the high cost of U.S. Health Care. Charity and
contributions do help somewhat, but cost shifting to
the private sector is the real support source.
Nothing discussed in the political and
governmental arena today addresses the real question
that proper health care should present--How do we
prevent, foresee, and mitigate illness? Are we not now
knowledgeable enough to insist that all of us engage in
sensible care and accident prevention procedures so
that we can avoid much illness and injury, particularly
the acute and expensive type of occurrences? We
probably can't legislate preventative medicine, but
surely we can create the moral and ethical universal
attitude that expects each and everyone of us to live
in such style and manner that we help avoid health care
needs. That attitude would help cost more than
anything any politician can propose.
An obvious expense control corollary is real
progress in automobile accident reduction, reduction of
crime that involves personal injury, education of the
populace of the need for health care, a more
appropriate approach to sexuality, i.e. AIDS, sexually
transmitted disease, teenage pregnancy, lack of
prenatal care, and development of a strongly negative
public attitude . towards all forms of substance abuse-that progress should be possible with general public
understanding and support. I am not counselling
stifling Puritanism nor victorian Prudism, just common
sense. The foregoing are all areas of guaranteed
disproportionately large health care cost and all
should be avoidable.
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If you have stayed with me in my dissection of
current u.s. Health Care you probably are wondering why
I have not complained about drug and medical instrument
costs. They continue to grow; the drugs are more
effective on more diseases; the instruments make
possible diagnoses that were impossible but a few years
ago and orthopedic devices make viable citizens out of
what formerly were basket cases. Only envy would
support the often heard political cry that all drug and
instrument makers and purveyors are gougers and
robbers.
Ignorance of research and development time,
effort and cost is general. For every success, there
are many failures and a time factor measured in years,
not days or weeks.
The profits of the successful seem
large, but measured against the development ri s ks, I
cannot accept the gouging and robbery theme.
I think
that we need all the improvement we can accomplish-full steam ahead!
At this point you may well wonder: where and what
is Guido's lament? You've had a lengthy presentation
on some of the short comings of our society and I think
I have indicated avenues of cure. I remain most
unhappy nevertheless as we seem unable and probably
unwilling to accept and then apply the lesson of the
collapse of the USSR and its related Eastern European
states. That collapse is the long-run failure of
doctrinaire socialism and centralized, bureaucratic
government. As we all know brutal dictatorship and
ruthless military action were essential enforcement
tactics; socialism did not sell itself and was simply
forced on each country. The end of the cold war, the
"peace dividend", the end of the threat of intercontinental warfare, new Eastern European markets, and
a host of other developments are more evidence of that
failure than providing any blameworthy cause.
will we stop the governmental centralization and
the socialist do-good approach to our current and
future problems? This seems unlikely. The ,current
political climate aided by media efforts cr1es out for
more government action as though Americans as
individua1s and groups of individua1s are unable to

face and act on problems. The repeated failure of
effective and efficient solution by the Socialist
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approach receives no consideration; not even a hearing.
So, I think I have cause to lament our stupidity.
will that stupidity have real costs? Surely we
all understand government expenditures only grow and
clearly more and new governmental functions cannot fail
to increase the rate of growth. The unavoidable
concomitant is a reduced standard-of-living for all of
us.
Likewise, I think research and development,
artistic effort, and independent thought will be much
curtailed.
Socialism likes ordered channels of
activity. Maybe that outlook appeals to you; I have no
use for it.
It all adds up to a serious lament; a
better life ought to be ours to fashion so my lament
can dissolve and flyaway!
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The Posthumous Plays of Edward deVere
It is unfortunate that the "Oxfordians" (who favor
the Earl of Oxford as the author of the "Shakespeare
Canon") spend so much of their time in viciou~
denigration of the actor Shakespeare and so llttle in
building up the qualifications of their own hero.

